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Abstract
RFID have continued to suffer the Reader Collision Problem (RCP). A situation where the RF
interference wave from a particular Reader distorts the communication between another
Reader and it’s neighboring Tags. RCP is common in RFID largely because most RFID
applications deploy large number of Readers. Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) has been used by many researchers as a MAC algorithm in
addressing RCP. CSMA/CA alone cannot effectively addressed RCP especially in Dense
Passive type of RFID. In this paper, an improved collision avoidance algorithm is proposed
by incorporating time slotting to CSMA/CA. An RFID network was modeled and simulated
with varying network load. The result of the simulation shows a throughput of over 960
successful tag reading per seconds with slotted CSMA/CA as against 730 successful tag
reading per second for CSMA/CA and more importantly, a relatively stable probability of
successful tag querying value of 0.82 as against 0.61 obtained from CSMA/CA using a
maximum of thirty readers and with a simulation time of 180 seconds.
Keywords: RFID, RCP, MAC Algorithm, CSMA/CA.
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1. Introduction
Today, wireless networks have continued to be pervasive and ubiquitous. This is clearly
not unconnected with their medium of data transmission being Radio wave. All radio wave
oscillates at a particular rate called frequency. Radio wave can as well be categorized based
on their frequency in terms of Low Frequency (LF), High Frequency (HF) and Ultra-high
Frequency (UHF) etc. One emerging RF based technology is the Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID). RFID is categorized as an Auto-ID Procedure with technologies like
barcodes and biometrics [1]. RFID is also defined by IEEE 802.15.4 as a Low rate Wireless
Personal Area Network (LR-WPAN). The main objectives of the LR-WPAN are ease of
installation, reliable data transfer, short range operation, extremely low cost and a reasonable
battery life while maintaining a simple and flexible protocol [2]. An RFID system consists of
an RFID reader which uses radio wave to communicate with a set of RFID tags [3]. A basic
RFID system is presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: A basic RFID system

RFID has advantages over other Auto-ID’s since it identifies objects wirelessly and
requires no line of sight. However, one major advantage RFID has over other auto-ID
procedures is that numerous objects can be identified simultaneously. This is possible because
a single reader can query hundreds of tags at a time though it may not successfully read data
in all the tags. Again, most RFID applications are on a large scale, requiring the deployment
of tenths and hundreds of readers. Since the wireless medium is shared among this readers
and tags, signal interference is inevitable hence, the need for an anti-collision mechanism to
minimize this. This mechanism is referred to as RFID anti-collision protocol or collision
avoidance protocol. An RFID system can also be categorized based on the power source of its
tag. In Passive RFID systems, tags lack frequency selectivity since they lack their own power
source but depend on the electromagnetic wave from the readers. This paper focuses on
Passive RFID systems as they are cheap and can practicably be deployed on a large scale.
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1.1 Types of Collision in RFID Networks
Joshi and Kim [4] and [5] both classified collision in RFID network into three namely:
(i)
Tag -to-Tag: When two tags try to reply a query back to the same reader at the
same time their signals may collide leading to the reader not recognizing any of
the signals.
(ii)
Reader-to-Tag: This type of collision occurs when a tag receives signals of
comparable strength from different readers simultaneously. This can cause tags to
respond arbitrary to the readers leading to incomplete interrogation.
(iii) Reader-to-Reader: This occurs when a reader in the midst of listening to a tag’s
reply, receives stronger signals from one or more neighboring readers operating at
the same frequency simultaneously. This interference prevents the reader from
decoding the tags reply successfully. Figure 2a and 2b describes the reader-to-tag
collision and reader-to-reader collision respectively

Figure 2a. Reader-to-Tag collision

Figure 2b. Reader-to-Reader collision

1.2 The Reader Collision Problem
The reader-to-tag and the reader-to-reader types of collision are referred to as the
Reader Collision Problem (RCP). The Reader Collision Problem in RFID causes a total
failure in Passive RFID systems and posses a lot of challenges to RFID full adoption and
deployment. It has increasingly become a research interest to researchers in wireless
networks.
2. Related Works
Electronic product code (EPC Global) in 2005 standardized Class 1 Generation 2 UHF
RFID Protocol (C1G2) as a Radio Frequency Identification Protocol. It is an open and global
standard protocol developed by EPC global for RFID systems operating in the 860 MHz - 960
MHz frequency range. EPC global is a non-profit organization formed as a joint venture
between GS1 (former EAN International) and GS1 US (former Uniform Code Council, Inc.).
Class 1 Generation 2 UHF RFID protocol describes the spectrum management of RFID
operations in a dense reader environment. Frequency hopping is suggested for efficient
frequency utilization. In a dense reader environment, interrogator transmissions operate in
even-numbered channels and tag backscatters are located in odd-numbered channels.
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This protocol separates the reader transmission and tag transmission into separate frequency
channels, so that reader-to-tag collisions never happen. However, in a dense reader
environment, when two readers use two separate frequencies to communicate with the tag, the
tag will not be able to tune to a particular frequency and, hence, collisions can occur at the tag.
Thus, in this standard, the reader to tag collision problem remains unsolved and again it is not
practicable in Passive RFID system because tags lack frequency selectivity. Moreover, since
EPC C1G2 only considered the tag to tag type of collision it is not categorized as addressing
RCP. A classification of existing anti-collision algorithm for RCP by [4] is presented in Fig.
3.

Figure 3. Classification of existing RFID Anti-collision Algorithm[4]

In [4], a comprehensive survey of related works that addresses the Reader Collision
Problem (RCP) were fully discussed. The paper was able to classify existing anti-collision
algorithms for RFID based on their approaches as presented in Fig. 3. These proposed
algorithms, their modus operandi and challenges are discussed in this section starting with the
scheduling based approach to the control based methods.
Waldrop et al. [6] proposed Colorwave, a scheduling based reader anti-collision algorithm
with distributed Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) based approach. In this algorithm,
each slot is allocated with a different color. Each color ranges from [0, Maxcolors] and the
readers in the network randomly choose a colour from [0, Maxcolors]. A reader with a queued
request for transmission can transmit data in its color timeslot. If the transmission collides with
that of another reader, the transmission request is discarded and the reader randomly chooses a
new color and reserves it. If the neighbor has the same color, it chooses a new color and
transmits a control packet (called a kick packet). Each reader synchronizes with the other
readers by continuously tracking the current time slot. The value of Maxcolors varies
according to the network situation.
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Colorwave is a simple, very flexible and distributed protocol. However, there is no tag
side consideration in Colorwave. A reader cannot detect collisions in the network without
being aware of the tag. Furthermore, in mobile RFID systems, overhead due to color-slot
reselection increases continuously and significantly, because Colorwave needs the tight time
synchronization among the readers.
HiQ-learning was proposed by [7]. HiQ was based on reinforcement learning and was
used to develop an online learning algorithm for use in hierarchical network architecture. HiQ
provides a solution to the Reader Collision Problem (RCP) by learning the collision patterns of
readers and assigning frequencies to the readers over time. It is composed of three basic
hierarchical layers: the reader, the reader-level server and the Q-learning server. The reader is
in the lowest position and transmits collision information to the upper layer server. An
individual upper layer server then assigns resources to its readers. The readers communicate
when they are assigned frequencies. The readers are aware of the frequencies that are allocated
to them. They detect collisions by communicating with the other readers in the overlapped
interrogation zone. If two readers communicate using the same frequency, they will experience
both tag and frequency interference. The reader stores the number of collisions experienced.
This information is known to the R-server, as the reader directly communicates with it.
Q-servers allocate the resources to the server below them, i.e. to the R-servers. Regardless of
the number of Q-servers, there is always a root Q-server that has global knowledge of the
frequency and is able to allocate them.
The main drawback with this hierarchical approach according to [4] is that additional
management of the overall hierarchy is required for even a slight change in the lower layer. It is
not favorable for highly mobile environments, because in such an environment the
management overhead increases exponentially. Another drawback that makes this model not
suitable for Passive RFID is the fact that Passive RFID tags lack frequency selectivity and
cannot distinguish different readers with their different frequencies.
Birari and Iyer [8] proposed Pulse, which is a CSMA based notification protocol that
attempts to solve the reader collision problem using two separate channels in the RFID system.
One channel, called the data channel, is used for reader to tag communication and the other is
the control channel, which is used for reader to reader communication. Broadcasting messages
in the control channel does not affect the ongoing communication on the data channel. This
protocol mitigates the reader collision problem by continuously transmitting beacon signals
through the control channel, while the reader is communicating with the tag through the data
channel. Each reader goes into the waiting state and waits for a DIFS time. If it does not receive
any beacon signal, the reader concludes that there is no other reader reading the tag. In this case,
it enters the contention phase. If the reader receives the beacon signal at this stage, then it waits
for a DIFS time in the next cycle, until a randomized back-off time is over. If the reader does
not receive any beacon signal, it starts reading the tag. While it is reading the tag, it sends the
beacon in the control channel. After reading the tag, it goes back to the waiting state. Fig. 4
shows the flowchart for Pulse. Pulse tried to address the reader collision problem, but since a
beacon does not have any destination address in its structure, it is just a broadcast message on a
24
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control channel. When a beacon is elapsed, the reader concludes that there is no other reader in
the neighborhood, which is reading the tag. A beacon is just a means of solving the collision
problem. Therefore, a beacon may collide with another beacon from another reader.

Figure 4. Flowchart for PULSE[8]

Furthermore, whenever two channels are used, a transceiver may be required for each channel.
A large amount of energy and overhead is consumed during carrier sensing, receiving the
beacons, and overhearing the beacons making it not practicable in a dense Passive RFID
network.
Distributed Tag Access with Collision Avoidance (DiCa) was proposed by [9]. DiCa is
a distributed and energy efficient collision avoidance algorithm. Similar to the Pulse protocol,
it also has a data channel and a control channel. Each reader contends for the use of the data
channel through the control channel and the winner reads the tags through the data channel,
while the others wait until the channel is idle. DiCa considers the hidden and exposed terminal
problems by adjusting the control channel range at twice the radius from the first reader. This
channel adjustment in DiCa reduces the energy consumption. Therefore, it is more appropriate
for mobile RFID systems. DiCa consumes less dissipated energy than Pulse and CSMA.
However, DiCa has some shortcomings. It requires sufficient time to exchange the
contention message. Also, it tries to solve the collision problem after it takes place, rather than
acting pre-emptively and there may not be sufficient time to exchange contention messages,
which increases the collision probability. Thus, it cannot solve the collision problem
completely.
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Dai et al. [3] proposed Multi-Channel MAC protocol (MCMAC) for RFID Reader
network which is a contention based MAC protocol for RFID systems. In MCMAC, there are
N-1 non-overlapping data channels with the same bandwidth and a control channel. Similar to
the Pulse protocol, the control channel is a sub-band of the RFID spectrum and is only used for
reader-to-reader communication. Readers can communicate simultaneously with the data
channel and control channel. MCMAC broadcasts a control message after it wins contention in
a control channel and gains access to the data channel. The control message informs other
neighboring readers within the interrogation zone that the particular channel is occupied for a
certain time. After receiving a control message from a neighboring reader, the other readers do
not use that channel for a certain period of time and try to gain access to another channel.
Despite the fact that this approach can mitigate the reader-to-reader problem, it cannot
solve the reader-to-tag problem. Passive RFID tags are unable to discriminate between two
data channels. Therefore, multiple data channels are basically not applicable in a passive tag
environment. Also, the additional control channel assignments in this approach may lead to the
hidden and exposed terminal problems.
Nasri et al. [10] proposed a CSMA/CA based MAC protocol for dense RFID network
that gave a better result over PULSE in terms of throughput and probability of success. They
integrated a RTS (Request to transmit) and CTS (Clear to transmit) feature to CSMA/CA
algorithm, simulated and compared their result with PULSE. In their algorithm, when a reader
is powered it senses the channel. And if the channel is busy, it randomly selects a back off
period and when it finishes its back off period it continues sensing the channel until it appears
idle. When it senses the channel as idle, it does not start reading tags but assumes that another
reader may have accessed the channel but because of propagation delay it couldn’t sense the
channel busy. At this point the reader enters into an Inter frame space (IFS) after which it
continues to sense the channel and starts reading tags immediately its senses the channel idle.
One major disadvantage of their model which makes it not practicable in dense passive
RFID is that there result showed a drastic or highly decreasing probability of success with
increasing load. A good RFID anti-collision algorithm must have a relatively stable probability
of success with increasing network load because most RFID applications require minimal
failure especially in large scale deployment.
Sayeed et al. [1] proposed a solution to RFID reader interference problem using
Adaptive beam-forming approach. Their work addressed the reader collision problem by
forcing readers to interrogate only tags within their read range and not their interference range.
Using the beam-forming and signal processors they were able to form nulls at the interference
range of reader such that their fields lack enough power to interfere with another reader who is
the read range of a tag. Their work is costly to implement because of the presence of signal
processors and it is not practicable in a dense reader environment.
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3. Proposed Model
The most unique and salient factor in designing a protocol to address the reader
collision problem for RFID networks is that the tags are passive and hence, could not
participate in the collision avoidance effort. This means that it is only the readers that run the
collision avoidance algorithm hence, the protocol considered not only reader to reader
collision but also reader to tag collision. Secondly, adding a new functionality to the tags
would increase the cost of the tags which contradicts the objectives of IEEE 802.15.4 defined
RFID and would hamper large scale deployment of the RFID system.
The algorithm was designed such that it would not bring the tags in the picture. That
is to say that the proposed model considers the tags yet, did not involve the tags as they are
assumed passive.
3.1 The slotted CSMA/CA mechanism
The slotted CSMA/CA algorithm is based on a basic time unit called Backoff Period
(BP), which is expressed in a UnitBackoffPeriod = 0.32ms according to ISO/IEC 18000-4
standard. Each operation of the slotted CSMA/CA (channel access, backoff count, and clear
channel assessment) can only occur at the beginning of a Backoff Period (BP).
The slotted CSMA/CA algorithm depends on three variables:
i.

The Backoff Exponent (BE): the BE enables the computation of the backoff delay,
which is the time before performing the clear channel assessments (CCAs). The
backoff delay is a random variable between 0 and (2BE - 1).

ii.

The Clear Channel Assessment (CCA): the Contention Window in CSMA/CA is
represented by the Clear channel assessment in slotted CSMA/CA. This is the
number of unitbackoff period during which the channel must be sensed idle before
accessing the channel. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard set the value for CCA to 2
(which corresponds to CW = 2)

iii.

The number of backoffs (NB): this represents the number of times the slotted
CSMA/CA algorithm is require to backoff while attempting to access the channel.
The value of NB according to the standard depends on the application but is
initially set to zero.

It is worthy of note that even though Clear channel assessment (CCA) in slotted
CSMA/CA seem to replace contention window(CW) as used in CSMA/CA, the two are not
the same as CW is a time interval between [0, 2BE - 1]while CCA is a number of unitbackoff
period during which the channel must be sensed idle [11]. Fig. 5 depicts time slotting in the
slotted CSMA/CA mechanism.
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Figure 5. Time slotting in slotted CSMA/CA

3.2 Description of our proposed model
One major distinction between the proposed model and the existing model is that the
existing models were based on CSMA/CA which does only sensing and randomly tries to
access the channel. Sensing alone may work efficiently for some wireless technologies but in
a dense RFID network, sensing may not work efficiently because in such dense RFID
network applications the readers and tags are closely connected and the possibility of signal
collision is almost inevitable.
However, the proposed model considered this possibility and uses a Slotted
CSMA/CA algorithm to extend the channel sensing capability of CSMA/CA to channel
assessment by ensuring that each reader apart from checking the condition of the
transmission medium also checks the value of the contention window (CW) of its
neighboring readers. Each reader uses the CW like a flag, changing its CW value depending
on whether it is using the channel, contending for the channel or at sleep. In this model, we
considered what we call subnet groups which we did by sub-netting the whole RFID network
in terms of a reader R1 in relation to neighboring readers whose interference signal could
interfere with the reader R1’s read range. Whenever a reader has a tag to read it enters it a
backoff period which it does by randomly choosing a backoff integer from [0, 2BE - 1].
Pictorial view of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 6. In Figure 6, only one reader
transmits within a slot of time while others run their respective backoff periods.
3.3 Model Assumptions




The proposed model was based on certain assumptions. Below are the assumptions:
The model works at a frequency 2.45 GHz UHF band
No other radio equipment transmits at the same frequency within the same area, hence
electromagnetic signals are generated only by the RFID readers
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The antenna of the RFID readers are Omni-directional and are polarized circularly at
the same diameter




No multipath interference within the simulation area
The RFID tags are passive and therefore do not generate signal nor participate in
collision avoidance process

Figure 6. A Pictorial view of the proposed model

3.4 Algorithm for the proposed model
In the algorithm for the proposed model when a reader is powered, it first initializes
some parameters like Back-off exponential, BE = 3, its unitbackoff = 0.32ms. It also
initializes a variable slottime=0. The slottime variable uses the system time to disable the
backoff period so as to enable the reader perform CCA on the channel. It also initializes its
contention clear channel variable, CW = 2. Before a reader could have access to the channel,
the CW counts down to CW = CW - 1 the first time it performs Clear Channel Assessment,
CCA and if the channel is idle (none of the readers within its subnet has its CW = 0), the
reader repeats the CCA again and if the channel remains idle it starts reading tags and
changes its CW = 0 telling or flagging the other readers that the channel is busy. This
algorithm is further explained in Fig. 7.
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Slotted CSMA/CA

BE=3,CW=2,K=10ms,
slotime=0

Backoffp=backoffint x
0.32ms,

backoffint=[0,2BE – 1]

Slottime=time + slotime

Is slotime>backoffperiod

DO CCA

CW=CW-1

NO
Is channel idle?
YES
DO CCA

NO

CW=CW-1

Is channel idle?
YES
CW=0

READ TAG

K=K-1
YES.

IS K=0
NO
CONTINUE READING

SUCCESS

Figure 7. Flowchart for the proposed Algorithm

4. Simulation Results
This section presents results obtained from the simulation of the existing model using
CSMA/CA algorithm and the proposed RFID collision avoidance model. The existing RFID
anti collision algorithm and the proposed RFID anticollision algorithm were implemented
using MATLAB 7.7. An initial SIMULINK model was developed for each of 2, 4, 6, 8 10 and
12 readers consisting of 120 tags each. However, the model was later extended to feature
thirty (30) readers with 300 tags evenly distributed within the simulation area. The simulation
result for different network load was gotten after 90 seconds and afterward the simulation
time was extended from 90 seconds to 180 seconds for each simulation with varying network
load and twelve readers as maximum but the result did not show any significant variation in
terms of throughput and probability of success. However, the network model was extended
from twelve (12) readers to thirty (30) with three hundred tags evenly distributed within the
simulation area and simulated for 90 seconds and 180 seconds respectively.
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4.1 Performance Evaluation
This sub-section presents the result of the performance evaluation of the proposed
model with respect to Throughput and Probability of Successful transmission or tag reading.
The data for the evaluation was collected from the simulation in SIMULINK. The simulation
was carried for 90 seconds with twelve (12) readers and further extended to 180 seconds with
thirty (30) reader network. Throughput measures how well a network channel is utilized. It’s
is often used in any network performance evaluation however, the identification role of RFID
demand that RFID systems have high data read accuracy hence, we also evaluate the
proposed model with respect to probability of success (accuracy). The work of Nasri et al.
(2010) was used as a benchmark to evaluate the performance of the proposed model.
(a)

Throughput
The throughput of any network is the number of successful transmission
within a given time. In this study, different network configurations in terms of
different number of readers and tags (load) were simulated with both CSMA/CA
algorithm and also slotted-CSMA/CA algorithm. Throughput can be derived as
follows:
Let the total queries sent by all readers be defined as

Q

S

,

Let the total queries dropped before getting to destination by all readers also
be defined as  QD ,
Hence, the total query successfully sent is represented by:

QSR

  QS   QD

(1)

If the total simulation time is represented by  t

therefore, the throughput   can

be calculated as:



QSR
t

(2)

After 90 seconds simulation for different configuration, results where gotten for
both proposed and existing models. For each simulation, a MATLAB M-file records
the result in terms of number of collision, number of success tag reading
(transmission), the total queries sent by all readers and the simulation time. When the
M-file was run it shows in MATLAB command window, the throughput and
probability of success for each simulation. Figure 8 and 9 are graphical analysis of
throughput for both CSMA/CA and slotted CSMA/CA based models. From Figure 8
and 9, it can be seen that the proposed model has an edge in terms of throughput over
the existing CSMA/CA model. At the first simulation with only 2 Readers and 20 tags,
a throughput of 19 tags/sec for both models was obtained. This is due to the fact that
there were fewer loads in the network as both the existing and the proposed
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algorithms could easily prevent any possibility of collision, but as the network load
increases the performance of both models changed.
Network Throughput with Varying Number of Readers

Network Throughput (Queries/second)

1500

1000

500

Existing Model
Proposed Model
0

0

2

4

6
8
Number of Readers

10

12

14

Figure 8. Graph of Throughput comparing both models using varying network load (12 readers)

Network Throughput with Number of Readers (180 secs)
10000

Network Throughput (Queries/second)

9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
Existing Model
Proposed Model

1000
0

0

5

10

15
20
Number of Readers

25

30

Figure 9. Graph of Throughput comparing both models using varying network load (30 readers)
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(b) Probability of Success
Throughput or the number of successful transmissions per time is not only
important in any network analysis especially in RFID study where collision is critical
since identification is a sensitive venture. Probability of Success in RFID study is a
measure of the possibility that when a given reader queries a particular tag it will read
its data successfully. Probability of success (
is derived as follows:

(  s) 

Q  Q
Q
S

D

(3)

S

( S ) 

QSR
 QS

(4)

From Figure 10 and 11, it can be seen that the proposed model has an edge in
terms of probability of success over the existing model. At the first simulation with
only 2 Readers and 10 tags, a probability of success value of 0.950 for both models
were obtained. This is due to the fact that there are no much load in the network as
both the existing and the proposed algorithms could easily prevent any possibility of
collision, but as the network load increases the performance of both models in terms
of success probability changed.
When the network load increased from 7200 queries to 21600 and again to
57600, the probability of success for both models decreased but the proposed model
was much more stable. During the simulation with 12 Readers and a network load of
129600 queries, the proposed model gave a significant edge in terms of success
probability of 0.944.
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Probability of Success with Varying Number of Readers
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Figure 10. Graph comparing Probability of success for both models using varying network load (12 readers)

Probability of Success with Number of Readers (180 secs)
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11. Graph comparing Probability of success for both models using varying network load (30 readers)
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5. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we proposed an improved IEEE 802.15.4 defined RFID anti-collision
model. The proposed model was evaluated using existing CSMA/CA based model as a
benchmark in MATALAB/SIMULINK 7.7 simulation. The result shows that the proposed
model has an edge in terms of throughput and probability of success. This study provides
useful information for Passive RFID MAC Protocol development. The proposed model
extends the functionality of CSMA from just sensing a channel to sensing and assessment of
an RFID wireless channel. We intend to further this research so as to further minimize the
probability of signal collision in Dense Passive RFID network.
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